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C O N G R AT U L AT I O N S C L A S S O F 2 0 1 7 !
Alia College wishes a very big and heartfelt
congratulations to all members of the class of
2017, who graduated on Friday, 24 November.
The graduation ceremony took place at the spa-

where they stayed well into the evening. There
was a presentation of the infamous Candy Candy homage starring Oscar, Sean, and Nikita,
dancing, and an enjoyment of the spirit of the
occasion.

cious Augustine Centre, with 2017 being the
biggest graduating class to date. Bob began the
evening with some kind words and presentation
of certificates to each of the graduates, before
Scott, Amanda, and Penny took over the reins to

The end of each school year, and in particular
the Year 12s’ graduation, is always a bittersweet
time for staff and students at Alia College. On
the one hand, the Year 12s have successfully

present the graduates with their specially-chosen
gifts, with some Alia-style humour and roasting
thrown into the mix, of course. Following words
from some of the graduates, and even one of the
parents (thanks Leanne!), the crowd headed

completed their high school education, and are
ready to go out into the “real world”, armed
with (hopefully) fond memories of the time and
company spent at Alia during their education
here. This is definitely worthy of celebration,

back to Alia College to begin the celebrations,

and it’s an uplifting feeling. On the other hand,
Continued on Page 3
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SCHOOL CAMP AT
CASTLEMAINE
Article by Hagan Mathews

Another year has come and gone, and with
it, many camps. As always we spent our last
week of school relaxing at some far off
campsite, eating well-prepared but poorly
planned meals, playing cricket, going on
long walks, lazing in our tents, and, always,
chatting chatting chatting to each other.

Students watch on as Tom (Year 10) is put in an old
prisoner’s jacket.

Some played cricket at every opportunity.
Others played an eight or nine hour (there
was some debate) game of Talisman. A
hardy group trekked 18 kilometres from
Castlemaine to Maldon. A wild bunch took
one of the minibuses for a late night ride to
listen to the latest album from student band
Creepy Flavour. Whatever we did, it was
fun. And whatever we didn't do, we didn't
get too hung up about.

We visited Castlemaine this year, a nice little
tree-changer's town that used to be a gold
rush hub. The campsite is next to the lush
and cool-aired botanic gardens, the municipal pool, and an enormous sports field. The
pool was a welcome feature of the camp, especially on Tuesday afternoon when the sun
was out and particularly warm.
But Alia camps are not an activity filled bustle. Plenty happens, sure, but not everyone
does everything. Some went on a ghost tour
on Tuesday night. Some played Laser Skirmish in Bendigo on Wednesday afternoon.
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Sarah, Noah, Kaleb (Year 10), Sebastian, Zalia (Year 9),
and Cameron (Year 10) during an 8-hour game of Talisman.
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SKILLS WEEK
Article by Thomas Foody

Each year, Alia College runs a skills and development week for senior students, with the
aim of equipping them with more practical and
worldly skills for use outside the classroom.
This year, the week was shaken up with the
Year 9 and 10 classes each organising a day’s
worth of activities. The Year 9s organised trips

Penny and Nikita singing as part of Nikita’s (unexpected) graduation gift.

though, the school says goodbye to a cohort of
students whose presence and efforts help to
make Alia the kind of environment it is. This is
always hard, and 2017 was no exception.
Alia College wishes each and every one of you
very best for the future, and don’t forget to come
back and visit us every now and then!

to escape rooms, justifying the “skills” component in relation to the team-building and lateral
thinking necessary to complete them. The Year
10s organised two workshops, one with Moya,
who taught knitting, and another white Chloé,
Joe, and Thomas, who between them did baking, sweet-making, and a fried rice lunch!
Other programs organised that week included
workshops on consent and body image, a circus skills workshop from NICA, a self-defence
workshop, accredited CPR training from St
John, as well as in-house rockclimbing, golf,
and swimming excursions. Thanks to all the
teachers who involved themselves to impart
their wealth of skills, and to all the students
who gave everything a go!

Oscar, Jacy, and Emily working on the muck-up day
preparations.

Tom, Matthew, Patrick, Benji (Year 10), Benny (Year 9)
and Joe having conquered the escape room.
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POSITIVE EDUCATION
Article by Amanda Francis

For some time I have been fortunate to be involved in the Positive Schools Network in
Victoria and since July this year, been on the
Committee for the newly formed Victorian
chapter of PESA (Positive School’s Education
Network) https://www.pesa.edu.au. The first,
very successful, Victorian Conference was
held on Saturday 18th November 2017, which
brought together educators, health professionals and many other professionals with an interest in student wellbeing.
Some refer to the Positive Education model as
a road map of what parents want for their
children. Good health, frequent positive emotions, supportive relationships, a sense of pur-

The simple aim of Positive Education is to improve student wellbeing and academic performance. The School has identified a range of areas where research could help us to enhance
what we do and we are excited to have begun
exploring a number of these.
• Positive Education Schools Association
http://www.pesa.edu.au
• Positive Schools
http://www.positiveschools.com.au
• Positive Psychology (University of Melbourne)
http://education.unimelb.edu.au/research/research_centres/positive_psychology_at_melbourne
• The Positivity Institute (Sydney, Australia)
http://www.thepositivityinstitute.com.au
• The Positive Psychology Institute
http://www.positivepsychologyinstitute.com.au

pose and meaning, and moments of complete
immersion and absorption – a life where a
person uses their character strengths in ways

• The Positive Times
http://positivetimes.com.au/

that support the self and others, and that
has flourishing at the heart.

• Kidsmatter Mental Health and Wellbeing Initiative (early and primary years)
http://www.kidsmatter.edu.au/

One of the defining characteristics of Positive
Education is that it has positioned itself as an

• Mindmatters Mental Health and Wellbeing Initiative (secondary years)
http://www.mindmatters.edu.au/

evidence-based approach, which seeks to
marry our most current understandings from
the scientific literature with best practice

• Beyondblue
http://www.beyondblue.org.au/

teaching and educational paradigms. Hence,
Positive Education is based on a growing

• Headspace
http://www.headspace.org.au/

body of scientific research which is increasingly allowing us to understand what helps

• Reach Out
http://au.reachout.com/

people to flourish and reach their full potential.
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• KidsHelpline
http://www.kidshelp.com.au/
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CITY EXPERIENCE
Article by Thomas Foody
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WELCOMES &
FAREWELLS
Article by Hagan Mathews and Francesca Bracewell

On the last Whole School Meeting of the year
we farewelled our Year 12 students for the last
time, and new school captains were appointed.
As has become tradition since the first (and now
lost) Alia school captain badge was minted on a
camp back in 2006, each year the school captain or captains chooses a student (usually from
the upper year levels) to carry on the tradition
of not having any particular responsibilities but
Paul (Year 9) at 3CR Community Radio.

Following a week of work experience, the
Year 9s enjoyed a week of City Experience,
visiting various institutions and places that
make up the diverse and vibrant city of Melbourne. This included visits to a community
radio station, the public records office,
ACMI, Southbank, the Asylum Seeker Resource Centre, Jack’s Magazine, and a day
for languages, involving French crêpes, Japanese noodles, and a beginner’s Italian
class.
Benny, Dylan, Kyrill, Alex T, Paul, and Alex B (Year 9)
with Harriet and Yuri at La Petite Crêperie.

being a significant contributor whenever there
are responsibilities to be had. Next year, Hex
will be taking on this role, supported by two
vice-captains, Jess Knight and Charlie Orlowski.
This term, we welcome Kayla, Cameron (Year
9), Della, Edoardo (Year 8), and Zosia into the
Alia College community!
We also said farewell to Kirsty, someone we
hope we will be seeing again. Kirsty started
working at Alia in 2004, and is credited with
building the school health program, establishing
links with Headspace and the Boroondara Youth
Services, and, at times, simply holding the
school together by virtue of her efforts. She will
be missed, and because of this, not forgotten.
All the best to her for whatever comes next.
Another long-serving teacher at Alia, Jared, will
not be with us next year. In his time at Alia,
Jared has transformed the music program into a
vibrant, fun part of the curriculum. Furthermore, he has been hugely supportive of students
musical projects outside of the school and has
been an invaluable recourse for them.
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WELCOMES &
FAREWELLS CONT.
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MERRY CHRISTMAS!
Article by Alia College

Article by Hagan Mathews and Francesca Bracewell

His creativity and passion for music helped to
inspire his students over the years to not only
cover some incredible songs, but to also experiment in creating their own original pieces. The
music program at Alia, with Jared’s enthusiasm
and commitment, has continued to be an integral part of Alia’s community. Thank you,
Jared, for all your hard work! You will be
missed.
Alexis, Simone, Thomas, Ash and Moya

We also sadly farewell Jess, who, having only
taught at Alia for a short time, has had a strong
presence at Alia. It’s amazing that, in the short
time Jess has been with us, her impact on
everyone has been so positive. Her relationship
with the students and staff and her ability to
make everyone feel at ease whilst sharing her
creativity with the students has been fantastic.

Alia College wishes you and your families a
happy holidays and a joyous New Year.
We look forward to seeing you in 2018.

Thank you for being a part of the Alia community, Jess, and you too will be missed.
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Term I, 2018 Calendar Dates
STUDENTS COMMENCE
Australia Day Public Holiday
Whole School Orientation Camp
Information Night for Prospective Families
Alia College Community Trivia Night
Labour Day Public Holiday

Thursday, 25 January
Friday, 26 January
Tuesday, 30 January - Friday, 2 February
7.15pm Wednesday, 14 February
6.00pm Friday, 23 February
Monday, 12 March

Information Night for Prospective Families

7.15pm Monday, 19 March

TERM I FINISHES

THURSDAY, 29 MARCH

Good Friday Public Holiday

Friday, 30 March

Easter Monday Public Holiday

Monday, 2 April
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